Software Curriculum @ Siemens
Evolution and Experience

DevOps
You build it - You run it

- Business Understanding
- Requirement Engineering
- Architecting
- Testing & Quality
- Social Skills

DevOps
Design Lesson
Execute Lesson

More structural way of work
Network of architects
Strengthened voice of architects

- SSWA
  Senior Software Architect
- SWA
  Software Architect
- SyA
  System Architect
- TeA
  Test Architect

Basic Trainings
SSWA 2007.de
SSWA 2009.de
SSWA 2010.us
SSWA 2011.in
SSWA 2018.cn

SSWA 2007.de
SSWA 2009.de
SyA 2012.de
TeA 2016.de
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You build it - You run it
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